I2201
WORKSHEET
Planned Route:
Takeoff:
KSAT, RWY 31R
Altitude:
6,000’
Route:
KRND via Radar vectors RND

KSAT Airport Diagram

Syllabus Notes
None
Special Syllabus Requirements
None
Discuss
a. HSI orientation
 Orientation around a NAVAID
o NAVAID position on the HSI
o Radials
o Aircraft position on the HSI
o VOR Bearing Pointer properties
o CDI Properties
b. Tracking (direct to a VOR)
 FTI procedures
o Application
o Tracking with Bearing Pointer only
o Tail-Radial-Wind concept
o Tail-Radial-Turn concept
o Tracking with CDI

HSI EXAMPLE

c. Over-the-station intercepts
HSI EXAMPLE
 FTI Procedures
o Application
o Visualizing on the HSI
o Need to establish new radial outbound in expeditious manner
o Execution of “Ts” one at a time (until transition has been initiated)
o Intercepts requiring 90° or more of course change (initial turn to parallel
verses rolling directly into intercept)
o Procedure with Bearing pointer only (no CDI)
d. Radial intercept procedures
 FTI Procedures
o Application (appropriate for changes to nearby radial only…30 radials or
less generally)
o Inbound courses verses outbound courses
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o Intercept angle definition
o 45° degree intercept (unless rapidly approaching new course during the
initial turn)
o Double-the-Angle Intercept
 Inbound
 Outbound
o Procedure with Bearing pointer only (no CDI)
 HSI EXAMPLE: OUTBOUND – OUTBOUND
 HSI EXAMPLE: OUTBOUND – INBOUND

e. Any emergency procedure
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DISCUSS ITEMS:
I2201: HSI orientation, direct to a VOR, over-the-station intercepts, and radial intercept procedures.
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NEW COURSE/RADIAL
after station passage

OVER-THE-STATION
INTERCEPT
•As you approach the NAVAID
visualize the BIG picture on the HSI
(NAVAID at the center, AICRAFT on the
tail on the bearing pointer and
RADIALS extending out from the
NAVAID).
•In the following example we intend to
intercept the 360 RADIAL after
STATION PASSAGE.
•Planning ahead we can visualize the
upcoming need for a left turn to 360°
in order to parallel the new course
after station passage.
•Armed with this information we will
be ready to execute the OSI once
station passage has been noted.

NAVAID
at the center

Aircraft on the tail
of the bearing
pointer

RADIAL inbound
to the NAVAID

Direct to a NAVAID and
Tracking
TASK: Proceed direct to the San
Antonio (SAT) VORTAC.
DIRECT TO A VOR
1. TIM Station
2. PFD SOURCE- VOR
3. BEARING POINTER #1- VOR
4. TURN shortest direction to place
head of the Bearing Pointer #1
under the heading index on the
HSI.
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Direct to a NAVAID and
Tracking
TASK: Proceed direct to the San
Antonio (SAT) VORTAC.
DIRECT TO A VOR
1. TIM Station
2. PFD SOURCE- VOR
3. BEARING POINTER #1- VOR
4. TURN shortest direction to place
head of the Bearing Pointer #1
under the heading index on the
HSI.
5. Set a course in the CDI that
centers the CDI with a “TO”
indication
6. TRACK the new course.
Determine a Wind Corrected
Heading (WCH) to keep CDI
centered.
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Direct to a NAVAID and
Tracking
TASK: Proceed direct to the San
Antonio (SAT) VORTAC.
TRACKING
1. Establish on course
2. Maintain HEADING = COURSE
3. Determine wind direction
(Tail-Radial-Wind)
4. TURN TO RE-INTERCEPT COURSE
(Tail-Radial-Turn)
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Direct to a NAVAID and
Tracking
TASK: Proceed direct to the San
Antonio (SAT) VORTAC.
TRACKING
1. Establish on course
2. Maintain HEADING = COURSE
3. Determine wind direction
(Tail-Radial-Wind)
4. TURN TO RE-INTERCEPT COURSE
(Tail-Radial-Turn)
5. Set crab into wind that will hold
the aircraft on course.
6. Repeat steps 4-5 as required to
determine specific WCH
NOTE
Nearing the cone of confusion to avoid
chasing the Bearing Pointer/CDI, limit
heading changes within +/- 10° of the
WCH
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CHAPTER SIX
ENROUTE PROCEDURES
600. DIRECT TO A VOR OR FMS WAYPOINT
Description
The process used to proceed from your current position direct to a VOR or FMS waypoint.
Procedure
Direct to a VOR
1.

Tune, Identify and monitor the station.

2.

Select PFD SOURCE to VOR.

3.

Select Bearing Pointer #1 to VOR.

4.
Turn shortest direction to place the head of Bearing Pointer #1 under the heading index on
the HSI.
5.

Set a course in the CDI that centers the CDI with a “TO” indication.
NOTE
This can be accomplished using the “PRESS and HOLD” function
at LSK LL on the PFD.

6.

Track the new course, flying a heading that keeps the CDI centered, (see Section 601).

Direct to a FMS Waypoint
1.

Load the desired waypoint into the FMS and select it as the “Active” waypoint.

2.

Select PFD SOURCE to FMS.

3.

Select Bearing Pointer #2 to FMS.

4.

Turn to place the head of Bearing Pointer #2 under the heading index on the HSI.

5.

Track the new course, flying a heading that keeps the CDI centered, (see Section 601).

ENROUTE PROCEDURES
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Common Errors
1.

Not verifying the ID of the VOR (for Direct to a VOR).

2.

Having the wrong waypoint active in the FMS (for direct to a FMS Waypoint).

601. TRACKING
Description
Tracking is the process of flying direct to a station or waypoint, correcting for winds, such that
the aircraft track over the ground is the most direct route.
1.

Establish the aircraft on the desired course.

2.

Maintain HEADING = COURSE until deviation is noted on the CDI and bearing pointer.

3.

Determine the general direction of the wind.

TAIL-RADIAL-WIND is a method used to picture where the wind is from when referencing the
bearing pointer. To visualize this, draw a line from the tail of the bearing pointer, towards the
desired radial. This line will point in the direction that the wind is coming from.
For overall orientation, consider the VOR station always located at the center of the HSI card
and the aircrafts position on the TAIL of the bearing pointer.

Figure 6-1 On-Course

Figure 6-2 5° Left of Course

Figure-6-1 depicts the aircraft inbound to a VOR on the 210 Radial with the selected course of
030.
Figure 6-2 depicts the tail of the bearing pointer deflected to the left of the desired radial (the
aircraft has drifted left of the selected course). Drawing a line from the tail of the bearing
pointer (215°) to the desired radial (210°) creates a line that points to the direction the wind is
coming from (winds are from the right).

6-2
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Another method is to reference the CDI. It will be deflected to the side that the winds are from.
Understanding and employing both methods will greatly improve your overall orientation and
situational awareness.
4.

Turn to re-intercept the desired course.

TAIL-RADIAL-TURN is a method to visualize the direction of turn needed to get back on the
desired radial. Drawing a line from the tail of the bearing pointer (where you are now), towards
the desired radial (where you want to be), creates a line that points in direction of the required
turn (right turn needed for example in Figure 6-2).
When set correctly, referencing the CDI is an easy method to visualize the required turn
direction. In Figure 6-2 the miniature aircraft (where you are), appears to the left of the course
deviation bar (where you need to be), requiring a right turn to re-establish the course.
Understanding and employing both methods will greatly improve your overall orientation and
situational awareness.
NOTE
Distance from the NAVAID and wind strength will dictate the
angle of intercept needed to re-establish the aircraft on-course.
(Other than for extreme situations, 45° degrees should be the
maximum amount of intercept needed to get back on course in a
timely manner.)
Angle of intercept is defined as the number of degrees between aircraft heading and desired
course.

Figure 6-3 Intercept to return to course
Figure 6-3 depicts a heading of 050° (20° intercept) being used to re-establish the aircraft back
on course.

ENROUTE PROCEDURES
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Another important orientation concept with regard to the bearing pointer is that unless it is on the
heading index, as the aircraft moves forward, “Heads will fall” and “Tails will rise.”
In Figure 6-3 note that on the current heading, as the tail rises, it will return to the 210 radial.
As the head falls, it will return to the inbound course of 030.
Using the CDI method, the aircraft depicted in the center of the HSI now appears on an intercept
towards the DEVIATION BAR.
5.
Once established back on the desired course, select a heading (crab into the wind) that will
hold the aircraft on course. When unsure of the amount of crab required a recommended method
is to start with 5°.
After applying your correction there are three possible outcomes:

6.

a.

Drift occurs in the same direction as before indicating the crab angle is insufficient.

b.

Drift occurs in the opposite direction indicating the crab angle is too great.

c.

CDI remains centered indicating a good Wind Corrected Heading (WCH).

Repeat steps 4 and 5 as needed to establish a WCH.

Keep working to maintain the desired course. If unintended heading changes occur that result in
drift, using small heading changes off the WCH can be used to return to course. As you
approach a conventional NAVAID the spacing between radials gets proportionally smaller. This
will be noted by increased CDI and BEARING POINTER sensitivity. A recommended method
to avoid chasing the needles (overcorrecting) is to keep heading changes when in close to the
NAVAID within 10° of the WCH. Making heading changes larger than WCH +/- 10° in close to
the NAVAID during course corrections is generally considered “chasing the needles.”
1.

Do continue to track.

2.

Don’t chase the needles in close to the NAVAID.

(If the CDI moves, go after it but don’t chase it).
602. STATION PASSAGE
Description
Station passage is defined as the moment the aircraft passes directly over or abeam the radio
facility. VOR station passage is primarily noted on the CDI as the first positive change of the
TO/FROM indicator to “FROM” on the CDI.
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TRACKING
•If heading is held constant, any
crosswind will push the aircraft left
or right of the desired RADIAL.
•If the tail of the bearing pointer has
moved…then the aircraft has moved
as well.
•On the HSI note that the aircraft
has been pushed to the left by 5
RADIALS.
•TAIL-RADIAL-WIND is a method
commonly used to picture where
the wind is from when referencing
the bearing pointer.
To visualize this, draw a line from
the TAIL of the bearing pointer,
towards the RADIAL you drifted off
of. This line will point in the
direction that the WIND is coming
FROM.
•TAIL-RADIAL-TURN is a method to
visualize the direction of turn
needed to get back on the desired
RADIAL. (line points in direction of
the required turn).
•TAIL-RADIAL-WIND
-From the right.
•TAIL-RADIAL-TURN
-Right turn needed to return to
course.

Tail of bearing pointer
(and the aircraft)
on the 215 RADIAL

TAIL
of bearing pointer

Desired RADIAL
WIND

Station Passage and
Over-The-Station Intercept
TASK: At station passage for SAT,
proceed outbound on the SAT 040
radial.
VOR station passage is noted at the
first change of the TO/FROM indicator
on the CDI to “FROM”.
1.
2.

3.
4.

TIME- (Note or start if required)
TURN- (to parallel new course. If
new course change is greater than
90° then turn to an immediate
intercept not to exceed 45°
beyond parallel)
TIME- (Note or start if required)
TRANSITION- (If required)
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Station Passage and
Over-The-Station Intercept
TASK: At station passage for SAT, proceed
outbound on the SAT 040 radial.
VOR station passage is noted at the first
change of the TO/FROM indicator on the
CDI to “FROM”.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

TIME- (Note or start if required)
TURN- (to parallel new course. If
new course change is greater than
90° then turn to immediate
intercept not to exceed 45° beyond
parallel)
TIME- (Note or start if required)
TRANSITION- (If required)
TWIST/Intercept- (Set new course in
the CDI and turn to DAI not to
exceed 45° if not previously
accomplished.)
TALK- (If required)

As the tail of the bearing pointer rises to
the new Radial, hold the intercept
heading until able to make a SRT turn
outbound onto the new course.
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Station Passage and
Over-The-Station Intercept
TASK: At station passage for SAT, proceed
outbound on the SAT 040 radial.
VOR station passage is noted at the first
change of the TO/FROM indicator on the CDI
to “FROM”.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

TIME- (Note or start if required)
TURN- (to parallel new course. If new
course change is greater than 90° then
turn to immediate intercept not to
exceed 45° beyond parallel)
TIME- (Note or start if required)
TRANSITION- (If required)
TWIST/Intercept- (Set new course in the
CDI and turn to DAI not to exceed 45° if
not previously accomplished.)
TALK- (If required)

As the tail of the bearing pointer rises to the
new Radial, hold the intercept heading until
able to make a SRT turn outbound onto the
new course.
TRACK NEW COURSE
18
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603. OVER-THE-STATION INTERCEPT
Description
An over-the-station intercept is a procedure used to intercept and fly outbound on a specific
radial immediately after station passage. This procedure is appropriate during airways
navigation and instrument approaches that use VOR facilities for enroute navigation, initial
approach fixes (IAF’s), final approach fixes (FAF’s) or Missed Approach procedures.
Procedure
Upon station passage, perform the following procedures (6 Ts) as appropriate.
1.

TIME - Depending on the situation, time will either be:
a.

Noted, if needed for a future report.

b.

Clock started, if needed for timing requirements.

c.

Not required.

2.
TURN - In the shortest direction to a heading that will parallel or intercept the outbound
course. Turning to parallel is acceptable for small course changes while waiting for the bearing
pointer to stabilize; however, when the new course is more than 90° different from the course
used inbound to the NAVAID, turn to an intercept heading to expedite the course intercept.
Consider the effects of airspeed, wind and magnitude of the turn when choosing an intercept
heading. To prevent overshooting the new course, do not turn more than 45° beyond the heading
required to parallel the new course.
3.

TIME - Depending on the situation, time will either be:
a.

Clock started, if needed for timing requirements.

b.

Not required.

4.
TRANSITION - Initiate speed, configuration or altitude transitions as required by the
situation (once the transition is initiated, move on to the next step while completing the
transition).
NOTE
Multiple “transitions” may be required depending on
circumstances.
5.
TWIST / Intercept - Set the new course in the CDI and check for “from” indication. At
this point, the bearing pointer should be stabilized, turn to an intercept heading (if not previously

ENROUTE PROCEDURES
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accomplished). Use the Double-the-Angle method, not to exceed 45°. To determine the
Double-the-Angle intercept heading, note the number of radials between the tail of the bearing
pointer and the new course (head of the course arrow). Move from the tail of the bearing pointer
to the head of the course arrow, continue moving to a heading that is “Double” the amount past
the course arrow (not to exceed 45°). This is the intercept heading (Figure 6-4). Maintain the
intercept heading until able to make a SRT onto the new course.
6.

TALK - Make voice reports as required.

Common Errors
Excessive delay in establishing aircraft on the desired course due to:
1.

Using too much intercept resulting in overshooting the new course.

2.

Taking too long to set an appropriate intercept.

3.

Using an insufficient amount of intercept.

Figure 6-4 Double-the-Angle Intercept Outbound
604. RADIAL / RADIAL INTERCEPTS
General
When flying a course using a NAVAID, the pilot is tracking on a radial inbound “to” the
NAVAID or outbound “from” the NAVAID. When outbound, the course is the same as the
radial being used. When inbound, the course is the reciprocal of the radial being used. A radial
intercept is a procedure used to position the aircraft on a nearby radial with a new course
inbound or outbound when not over the station.
6-6
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NEW COURSE/RADIAL
after station passage

OVER-THE-STATION
INTERCEPT
•As you approach the NAVAID
visualize the BIG picture on the HSI
(NAVAID at the center, AICRAFT on the
tail on the bearing pointer and
RADIALS extending out from the
NAVAID).
•In the following example we intend to
intercept the 360 RADIAL after
STATION PASSAGE.
•Planning ahead we can visualize the
upcoming need for a left turn to 360°
in order to parallel the new course
after station passage.
•Armed with this information we will
be ready to execute the OSI once
station passage has been noted.

NAVAID
at the center

Aircraft on the tail
of the bearing
pointer

RADIAL inbound
to the NAVAID
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accomplished). Use the Double-the-Angle method, not to exceed 45°. To determine the
Double-the-Angle intercept heading, note the number of radials between the tail of the bearing
pointer and the new course (head of the course arrow). Move from the tail of the bearing pointer
to the head of the course arrow, continue moving to a heading that is “Double” the amount past
the course arrow (not to exceed 45°). This is the intercept heading (Figure 6-4). Maintain the
intercept heading until able to make a SRT onto the new course.
6.

TALK - Make voice reports as required.

Common Errors
Excessive delay in establishing aircraft on the desired course due to:
1.

Using too much intercept resulting in overshooting the new course.

2.

Taking too long to set an appropriate intercept.

3.

Using an insufficient amount of intercept.

Figure 6-4 Double-the-Angle Intercept Outbound
604. RADIAL / RADIAL INTERCEPTS
General
When flying a course using a NAVAID, the pilot is tracking on a radial inbound “to” the
NAVAID or outbound “from” the NAVAID. When outbound, the course is the same as the
radial being used. When inbound, the course is the reciprocal of the radial being used. A radial
intercept is a procedure used to position the aircraft on a nearby radial with a new course
inbound or outbound when not over the station.
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Description
Radial / Radial intercepts are performed in training to practice orientation around a NAVAID.
These intercepts may be used when navigating on airways and during some instrument
approaches. The objective is to establish an intercept heading that will result in an appropriate
angle and rate of intercept to the new radial/course.
Procedure
1.

Tune, Identify and monitor the NAVAID.

2.

Set the new course in the CDI - The new course will be either:
a.

The same as the radial for outbound intercepts.

b.

The reciprocal of the radial for inbound intercepts (“inbound turn it around”).

3.
Turn to an intercept heading – Look at the aircraft symbol in the center of the CDI and turn
towards the CDI deviation bar to place the head of the course arrow in the top half of the HSI.
This will prevent intercept angles that exceed 90°. The angle of intercept should be greater than
the number of radials off the new course (not to exceed 90°). The bearing pointer should also be
used to determine the direction of turn (Tail-Radial-Turn). After the turn, ensure that the head
of the bearing pointer is in a position to fall to the new course during inbound intercepts and the
tail of the bearing pointer is in a position to rise to the new radial for all intercepts (“Heads will
fall, tails will rise”).
Outbound Intercepts
1.
A 45 degree intercept is usually sufficient for most intercepts. Establish a 45 degree
intercept by turning to place the new course (head of the course arrow) on the appropriate 45°
tick mark on the HSI compass rose (Figure 6-5).

Figure 6-5 45° Intercept Outbound
ENROUTE PROCEDURES
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2.
If during the turn to set a 45 degree intercept the Bearing Pointer/CDI is within 10 radials
of the desired course and rapidly moving towards an on course indication, use a Double-theAngle intercept. To determine the intercept heading, note the number for radials between the tail
of the bearing pointer and the new course (head of the course arrow). Move from the tail of the
bearing pointer to the head of the course arrow, continue moving to a heading that is “Double”
that amount past the course arrow (not to exceed 45°). This is the intercept heading.
Inbound Intercepts
1.
A 45 degree intercept is usually sufficient for most intercepts. Establish a 45° intercept by
turning to place the head of the course arrow on the appropriate 45° benchmark on the HSI
compass rose (Figure 6-6).

Figure 6-6 45° Intercept Inbound
2.
If during the turn to set a 45 degree intercept the Bearing Pointer/CDI is within 10 radials
of the desired course and rapidly moving towards an on course indication, use a Double-theAngle intercept. To determine the intercept heading, note the number for radials between the
head of the bearing pointer and the new course (head of the course arrow). Move from the
head of the course arrow toward the bearing pointer, to a heading that is “Double” that amount
from the head of the course arrow (not to exceed 45°). This is the intercept heading
(Figure 6-7).
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Figure 6-7 Double-the-Angle Intercept Inbound
Outbound/Inbound Intercepts
1.
Turn onto new course/radial. Maintain the intercept heading until able to make a SRT onto
the new course. The rate of bearing pointer and CDI movement will increase close to the station
due to radial spacing.
2.

Track on the desired course/radial.

Common Errors
1.

Setting the wrong course into the CDI.

2.

Turning in wrong direction.

605. RADIAL / ARC INTERCEPTS
Description
On some approaches, missed approaches and departure procedures, you will be required to
transition from a radial onto an arc. In these situations a lead point will be calculated to
determine when to start your turn off of the radial onto the arc.
Procedure
In the following example, consider an aircraft tracking outbound from a station, flying at 180
knots groundspeed, and turning onto an arc.
Determining Lead Point DME
1.

Determine the turn radius of the aircraft (for 90° of turn). This is 0.5% of the groundspeed.

ENROUTE PROCEDURES
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TRACKING
•With conventional NAVAIDS we
track to keep the aircraft on a
specific RADIAL.

180 RADIAL

360 RADIAL
360 COURSE

360 COURSE

•Tracking can be accomplished
INBOUND TO or OUTBOUND FROM
a NAVAID.
•Tracking OUTBOUND on a RADIAL
the COURSE will be the same as the
RADIAL .
(OUTBOUND COURSE = RADIAL)
•Tracking INBOUND on a RADIAL the
course is the reciprocal of the
RADIAL.
(INBOUND, TURN IT AROUND)
•Tracking can be accomplished with
or without a CDI. Understanding
both concepts will improve your
situational awareness.

OUTBOUND
TRACK

INBOUND
TRACK

TRACKING
•Once deviation has been detected,
turn to towards the CDI deviation
Bar/desired radial to establish the
aircraft back “ON COURSE”.
-Distance from the NAVAID and wind
strength will dictate the ANGLE of
INTERCEPT needed to achieve this.
•ANGLE OF INTERCEPT is defined as
the number of degrees between
AIRCRAFT HEADING and DESIRED
COURSE.

RADIAL INTERCEPTS
during the turn to set the 45°
intercept you note that the tail of the
bearing pointer is moving rapidly towards
the new radial (HEAD of the bearing
pointer falling rapidly towards the
inbound course) or, the CDI is moving
rapidly towards center, continue the turn
to establish a DOUBLE-THE-ANGLE
INTERCEPT (DAI).

•IF

This is accomplished by noting the
number of degrees between the HEAD of
the bearing pointer and the desired
COURSE and rolling out on a heading
that is double that number away from the
new course.
NOTE
For INBOUND intercepts ensure;
TAIL is in a position to “RISE “
to the new RADIAL and the

HEAD is in a position to FALL
to the new COURSE.

DAI HDG 140°
45° Intercept
HDG 165°

RADIAL INTERCEPTS

45° Intercept
HDG 285°

DAI
HDG 310°

•IF during the turn to set the 45°

intercept you note that the tail of the
bearing pointer is moving rapidly
towards the new radial or, the CDI is
moving rapidly towards center, stop
the turn so as to establish a DOUBLETHE-ANGLE INTERCEPT (DAI).
This is accomplished by noting the
number of degrees between the tail of
the bearing pointer and the desired
radial and rolling out on a heading that
is double that number away from the
new course.
NOTE
For OUTBOUND intercepts ensure;
the TAIL is in a position to “RISE” to
the new RADIAL/COURSE.
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Radial-Radial Intercepts
New Radial
and Course

TASK: Establish the aircraft on the SAT
040 radial outbound. Then intercept
and track OUTBOUND on the SAT 070
radial.
1.
2.

3.

TIM the Station
Set New Course in the CDI
(Outbound courses same as the
desired radial, 070°)
Turn in the direction of the new
RADIAL (Tail-Radial-Turn)
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Radial-Radial Intercepts
TASK: Establish the aircraft on the SAT
040 radial outbound. Then intercept and
track OUTBOUND on the SAT 070 radial.
1.
2.
3.
4.

TIM the Station
Set New Course in the CDI
(Outbound courses same as the
desired radial, 070°)
Turn in the direction of the new
RADIAL (Tail-Radial-Turn)
Roll out of turn with appropriate
intercept. (45° intercept, new
COURSE on a 45° benchmark in the
upper half of the HSI unless within
10 radials of new course and Bearing
pointer is moving rapidly towards on
course indication then use a DAI)

Note
Tail should now be in position to rise to
the new radial
5.

Turn onto the new course (hold
intercept heading until able to use a
SRT not to exceed 30° AOB)
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Radial-Radial Intercepts
New Radial

TASK: Establish the aircraft on the SAT
070 radial outbound. Then intercept
and track INBOUND on the SAT 100
radial.
1.
2.

3.

TIM the Station
Set New Course in the CDI
(Inbound courses are the
reciprocal of the desired radial,
280° in this case)
Turn in the direction of the new
RADIAL (Tail-Radial-Turn)

New
Course
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Radial-Radial Intercepts
New
Course

TASK: Establish the aircraft on the SAT
070 radial outbound. Then intercept and
track INBOUND on the SAT 100 radial.
1.
2.
3.
4.

TIM the Station
Set New Course in the CDI (Inbound
courses are the reciprocal of the
desired radial, 280° in this case)
Turn in the direction of the new
RADIAL (Tail-Radial-Turn)
Roll out of turn with appropriate
intercept. (45° intercept, new
COURSE on a 45° benchmark in the
upper half of the HSI unless within
10 radials of new course and Bearing
pointer is moving rapidly towards on
course indication then use a DAI)

Note
Tail should now be in position to rise to
the new radial (Head falling to inbound
course)
5.

New Radial

Turn onto the new course (hold
intercept heading until able to use a
SRT not to exceed 30° AOB)
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